History of dietary treatment from Wilder's hypothesis to the first open studies in the 1920s.
In the ketogenic diet (KD) history, Wilder is often mentioned as the first author to report on the use of KD for patients with epilepsy. Our article aimed to understand how Wilder formulated the hypothesis of the KD effectiveness for patients with epilepsy, and how the KD was used and spread in the 1920s. In 1921, Wilder published two articles on the effects of ketonemia on epilepsy. He first reported on the interest of fasting for patients with epilepsy, suggesting that the benefits of fasting on seizures might be dependent on ketonemia. He then hypothesized that equally good results could be obtained with a KD, very rich in fat and very low in carbohydrate, which would provoke ketogenesis, and observed the effects of this diet on three patients for the first time. Following the publication of Wilder articles, 9 papers on KD were published during the 1920s, involving more than 400 patients with epilepsy. Ketogenic diet therapies (KDT) are now evidence-based treatments of epilepsy. Available experimental data do not confirm the role of ketosis as the unique mechanism of the KD. The KD is still explored to understand all the underlying mechanisms.